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Rush
We started the semester strong with a week-long rush process
that brought over forty rushees! We had an amazing time
meeting everyone at speed dating and a night at Sunset
Cantina. We then got to learn more about everyone in more
personal, relaxed settings at group dinners and a game night. At
the end of the week, we invited 25 people to interview from
whom selected 15 amazing potential new members to be part of
the Epsilon class!
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The Epsilon Class
The Epsilon Pledge Class had a fantastic semester!
Under the guidance of their loving “Pledge Mom”
Jordan Haburcak, they learned about and explored
all facets of our three pillars. They fully participated
in community service events and worked on their
professional development with Graciela at several
of the pledge meetings. They all went to the career
fair and some even found opportunities for this
summer! The Epsilons have been highly engaged
and did a fantastic job planning two events. The
put together a brotherhood event for after the big
little reveal and for fundraising, sold raffle tickets to
make $200! We could not be more proud of them
and are so happy to welcome them to the family.

Outreach
This semester, we continued to maintain our
relationship with surrounding chapters of Theta
Tau while establishing connections we hope to see
flourish in the semesters to come. We worked
closely with the MIT Technology to hold an
alumni panel and networking event as part of the
pledge process. It was an absolutely fantastic event
and we thoroughly enjoyed the chance to network
and socialize with both brothers and alumni from
MIT. We also sent five brothers to the Northeast
Regional Conference held at Rutgers University.
There, they spoke with brothers of several other
chapters and gained insights about how we may
make a variety of improvements, especially
regarding the rush and pledge processes. Finally,
we wrapped up the semester with a visit from a
group of URI Brothers who came to run a
Spartan Race and stayed with us overnight. We
had a lovely time with them and look forward to
collaborating with them more in the future!
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Community Service
This semester, we had a strong community service
program, serving six different organizations with
participation from every member of the chapter
and the Epsilon pledge class! We first traveled to
Dorchester to pick up garbage in Ronan Park. We
also made two trips to Daily Table, an
organization that provides healthy groceries to
low-income families. There, we cut and bagged
more cantaloupe than most people have ever seen!
Our food preparation continued with Community
Servings, where we put together meals that would
be delivered to those homebound with chronic
illnesses. We also helped sort through 13,873
pounds of food at the Greater Boston Food Bank,
the largest hunger relief organization in the
northeast. If we’ve proved anything this semester,
it’s that we really love feeding people!

Outside the realm of food-themed community
service events, we helped set up and take down
supplies and signs for the Boston Brain Tumor
Walk and Fun Run. With all 50 members
attending over the course of two days, we were a
true example of my hands making light work!
Finally, we finished off the semester by hosting a
collaborative blood drive with Alpha Chi Sigma.
We had an extremely high turnout and collected
enough blood to potentially save 93 lives! Of
course, none of this could have happened without
the amazing efforts of our community service
chair, Aaron Sorrin. He worked incredibly hard to
ensure that all of these events came together and
ran smoothly!

Professional Development
Our professional development chair, Graciela Martinez, has worked extensively this semester to put
together a fantastic professional development program. We started the semester with career fair
preparation by having one-on-one resume reviews and practicing our elevator pitches. Graciela also
held private interview preparation sessions for several brothers. We then held a LinkedIn workshop in
which she helped pledges and brothers take professional photos, create their accounts and endorse
each other. Everyone has been extremely grateful for the work she has done this semester, especially
as we’ve already had both brothers and pledges receive job offers for the summer and after graduation!
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